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Abstract

Workloads for web applications can change rapidly. When the change is an increase in customers, a common adaptive approach to maintain SLAs is elasticity, the on-demand allocation of computing resources. However, application-level denial-of-service (DoS) attacks can also cause changes in workload, and require an entirely different response. These two issues are often addressed separately (in both research and application). This paper presents a model-driven adaptive management mechanism which can correctly scale a web application, mitigate a DoS attack, or both, based on an assessment of the business value of workload. This approach is enabled by modifying a layered queuing network model previously used to model data centers to also accurately predict short-term cloud behavior, despite cloud variability over time. We evaluate our approach on Amazon EC2 and demonstrate the ability to horizontally scale a sample web application in response to an increase in legitimate traffic while mitigating multiple DoS attacks, achieving the established performance goal.

1 Introduction

The use of software-defined infrastructure enables the addition or removal of resources (computation, storage, networking, etc.) to or from a deployed web application at run-time in response to changes in workload or in the environment. Central to this elasticity is the use of mechanisms that autonomically decide when to make these changes. Many approaches have been proposed and tested (see for example a recent survey [7]), including reactive approaches that establish thresholds or elasticity policies which determine when changes will be made (e.g., [10, 18, 17, 5]) and proactive approaches that attempt to anticipate future requirements using techniques like queuing models [30, 9], simulation-generated state machines [28], or reinforcement learning [4]. The focus is typically on meeting a desired service level by ensuring provisioned resources are sufficient to handle a workload, perhaps while minimizing the total infrastructure cost [9].

The typical assumption of elasticity mechanisms is that all traffic arriving at the application is desirable. This is not always the case. For example, an application-level denial of service (DoS) attack has many of the same characteristics of an increase in legitimate visitors, especially a low-and-slow DoS attack [25], but represents undesirable load on the application. Such attacks are increasing in volume and sophistication [6], due in part to freely available tools [14, 22]. A common response to a denial-of-service attack at the application layer is to add resources to ensure the service remains available (e.g. [14, 8, 16]), which resembles elasticity. However, deploying sufficient resources to handle a major DoS attack is expensive [23], with little return on investment. Another example is a cost of service attack, where the goal is not to deny service but to increase the cost of offering a service [12, 26]; or heavy traffic from an online community (the so-called Slashdot Effect) that does not generate revenue.

In this paper, we propose, implement, and evaluate a unified approach to enabling elasticity and mitigating DoS attacks. Rather than view DoS attempts as malicious traffic (in contrast to legitimate traffic), or even an evolved definition of “any workload beyond our capacity” [3], we define DoS traffic to be any segment of workload we cannot handle while still providing value to the organization. This perspective offers the opportunity to view self-management as a business decision based on a cost-benefit analysis of adding resources: if there is benefit (e.g. increased sales, ad impressions, profit, brand reputation, etc.) that exceeds the expected cost, then add resources; otherwise, manage the traffic. Workload is regarded not as malicious or legitimate, but rather as either (potentially) undesirable or desirable.

We describe three primary contributions of this work: an adaptive management algorithm for choosing which
portions of a workload need additional resources and which portions represent undesirable traffic and should be mitigated; adapting a layered queuing network (LQN) model to cloud environments to enable proactive cost-benefit analysis of workload; and an implementation and a series of experiments to evaluate this approach in the Amazon EC2 IaaS cloud environment.

Our algorithm (§2) examines portions of the workload and assesses whether incoming traffic is desirable or undesirable. This decision is based on a runtime software quality metric called the cloud efficiency metric [26], which at its most basic calculates the total cost of the software-defined infrastructure and calculates the ratio to the revenue generated by incoming traffic (though in the general case, value can be defined very broadly). Traffic considered undesirable is handled as described in previous work [3, 2], where instead of being discarded it is forwarded to a checkpoint. At this checkpoint, a challenge is issued and the user is asked to verify that they are a legitimate (and valuable!) visitor (for example, using a CAPTCHA test as in [20]). The management is completely autonomic; this avoids the known problems with the complexity of manually tuning threshold-based elasticity rules [10].

Estimating the cost-benefit potential requires a proactive approach that takes measurements from the deployed infrastructure and makes short-term predictions. Our overall approach does not prescribe which mechanism should be used; we have chosen to illustrate our approach using a LQN model called OPERA. Section 3 describes the challenges in using OPERA to predict cloud behavior in practice. We present experimental results demonstrating how OPERA diverges from reality over time due to the unpredictable variability of cloud services [24], describe the modifications required to account for unexplained delays, and a second set of results that demonstrate with the modifications the LQN remained synchronized with the actual performance of the real cloud system.

We implemented our algorithm (§4), deployed a sample e-commerce application protected with our updated protection/elasticity autonomic manager, and tested response to a several attack scenarios: DoS alone, increase in customer traffic alone, and both combined (the common case where a site becomes more popular but also attracts negative attention). Our results (§5) show that the application is protected from all forms of surging traffic by adding servers or mitigating undesirable traffic, as appropriate. We also identify a limitation of our approach: the reaction time is slow enough that a temporary backlog of requests can be created, which skews calculations and leads to the temporary mitigation of desirable traffic until the model recovers. We present an example of this limitation.

2 Methodology
The goal of our approach is to treat desirable traffic (which generates business value) differently than undesirable traffic (which consumes resources disproportionately to the value created). This novel broad view of elasticity better reflects business objectives, while also addressing issues that have historically been dealt with separately. To achieve this goal, the autonomic manager must be capable of differentiating between the two, and adding or removing resources to ensure desirable traffic encounters sufficient quality of service without over-spending, while routing undesirable traffic through an additional checkpoint. In this section, we introduce an algorithm for an adaptive manager with these capabilities.

The overall model of the approach resembles a standard feedback-loop, with an adaptive manager accepting monitoring data, using a predictive model to inform decision-making, and executing decisions autonomically using a deployment component capable of adding and removing resources. The managed system is a standard three-tier web application.

The behavior of the adaptive manager is described in Algorithm 1. At each iteration, a new set of metrics is observed from the managed system and its environment, including current workload, current performance, and current deployment information (which includes any ongoing traffic redirection or scaling activities). Some of this information is provided for each distinct class of traffic. For example, traffic accessing features related to browsing an e-commerce catalog might be grouped into a single class of traffic; similarly, features related to the checkout process might get their own class. These classes (sometimes called usage scenarios) allow traffic to be treated more granularly than simply looking at overall traffic to the application. A class of traffic corresponds to classes of services used in Layered Queuing models (§3.1).

Included in the set of performance metrics is the current cost efficiency (CE) [26], a runtime software quality metric that captures the ratio of the benefit derived from the application to the cost of offering the application: \[ CE = \frac{\text{application benefit function}}{\text{infrastructure cost function}}. \]

Due to size constraints, the details of the cost efficiency metrics are not included in this paper, but the reader can find an in-depth presentation in [26]. To summarize, the cost function must capture the real cost of offering a given application on the cloud for the given period (e.g., per hour). This function excludes other costs related to the application, e.g., the cost of development, the cost of goods sold, and customer support. It is not a measure of overall profitability; rather, it captures current infrastructure costs. The benefit function must capture the benefit the application provides to the
Algorithm 1: Decision Algorithm – The algorithm used by the adaptive manager to choose appropriate actions for the managed system.

```
input: C_u – the set of unaltered traffic classes;
input: C – the set of all classes of traffic redirected to a checkpoint;
input: L_u – the vector of current load on unaltered classes of traffic;
input: L – the vector of current load on each class of traffic redirected to a checkpoint;
input: M_u – the vector of measured performance metrics;
input: svr_cur – the number of current web servers;
input: svr_max – the maximum number of web servers that can be allowed to run;
input: err – the accepted error for the model estimations;
output: A – the deployment plan.

1. Use LQM to compute the estimated performance metrics, M_e, for the load L_u.
2. while | \( \frac{M_u}{M_e} > \text{err} \) do
   3. \( D \leftarrow \text{Kalman}(M_u, L_u, LQM); M_e \leftarrow \text{LQM}(D, L_u); \)
   4. svr_max – the maximum number of servers that can be added and still be cost effective;
   5. A ← \{do nothing\};
   6. if \( M_u \) violates SLOs then
      7. \( svr \leftarrow \min(svr_{max}, svr_{cur} + svr_{remove}); \)
      8. \( n \leftarrow \text{CalculateServersToAdd}(L_u, M_u, svr_{cur}, svr); \)
      9. if \( n > 0 \) then
         10. \( A \leftarrow \{\text{add } n \text{ web servers}\}; \)
      11. else
         12. \( C \leftarrow \text{TrafficClassesToRedirect}(L_u, M_u, err, C_u); \)
         13. \( A \leftarrow \{\text{redirect traffic classes } C\}; \)
   14. else
      15. set in the model the number of web servers to svr_{cur} + svr_{remove};
      16. \( C \leftarrow \text{TrafficClassesToRestore}(L_u, L_u, M_u, err, C_u); \)
      17. if \( C \neq \emptyset \) then
         18. \( svr \leftarrow svr_{cur} - 1; \)
         19. \( C_{imp} \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
      20. while \( C_{imp} \neq C \) do
         21. \( svr \leftarrow svr + 1; \)
         22. set in the model the number of web servers to svr;
         23. \( C_{imp} \leftarrow \text{TrafficClassesToRestore}(L_u, L_u, M_u, err, C_u); \)
         24. if \( svr > svr_{cur} \) then
            25. \( A \leftarrow \{\text{add } svr - svr_{cur} \text{ web servers}\} \cup \{\text{stop redirecting traffic classes } C\}; \)
         26. else
            27. \( A \leftarrow \{\text{stop redirecting traffic classes } C\}; \)
         28. \( n \leftarrow \text{CalculateServersToRemove}(L_u, M_u, svr_{cur}); \)
      29. if \( n > 0 \) then
         30. \( A \leftarrow \{\text{remove } n \text{ web servers}\}; \)
   31. return A
```

organization. Typically, organizations have mechanisms for assessing this benefit at least at the macro-level. The benefit may come from many sources: revenue, advertising, brand awareness, customer satisfaction, number of repeat customers, or any number of business-specific metrics. For example, a denial of service attack on an e-commerce website would reduce the value of incoming traffic (as fewer visitors would be able to make purchases), which would reduce the overall cost efficiency. If an adaptive manager were in use and were to add additional resources to handle the DoS traffic, the current value would be maintained, but the cost would increase: the overall effect would be the same.

OPERA is used to estimate a set of performance metrics (CPU utilization, response time, throughput), which are compared to the measured set of performance metrics to ensure the model is still synchronized with the system (line 2; if not, it is re-tuned using Kalman filters [32]).

On line 6, we test compliance with service-level objectives (SLOs); if any measured performance metrics are non-compliant (perhaps due to a decrease in cost efficiency, or an increase in response time), a remedial action must be taken (logic regarding cool-down times to avoid thrashing is omitted for clarity). The remedial action is chosen from two options (adding servers because the traffic has value or redirecting traffic to a checkpoint because it does not). To decide on which action is appropriate, we call a function which uses the predictive model to estimate the impact of adding one or more web servers, up to a maximum cap on the number of servers. If adding web servers is estimated to bring performance metrics in compliance with the SLO, this solution is executed and the chosen number of servers is added (line 8). Performance metrics include the cost efficiency metric, which means that if additional traffic does not add business value, adding servers will increase the cost and therefore lower cost efficiency. In this case the approach will be rejected and 0 will be returned. The algorithm will then consider redirecting some traffic to a checkpoint instead. The algorithm considers each class of traffic separately. For example, it might be appropriate to redirect the traffic of users who access only free services, while preserving the traffic of those who pay a monthly subscription fee. Or we might give priority to the class of traffic that includes the actual checkout process, versus the customer discussion forums. The function TrafficClassesToRedirect determines which class of traffic should be redirected. The complete definition is provided in [3], but conceptually the LQN model is used to produce a set of performance metric estimates based on blocking various classes of traffic. The set returned consists of the classes that produce the best performance metrics (including cost efficiency). Traffic to these classes are redirected to a checkpoint for verification of legitimacy; this checkpoint also serves as a speedbump for legitimate traffic.

In contrast, if measured performance complies with the SLOs, the algorithm checks to see if we can restore classes of traffic (or if we could restore classes of traf-
The algorithm will terminate returning a set of actions (which may be a null set), specifying which traffic classes to redirect (or restore) and specifying the number of servers to add (or remove).

This general approach allows an administrator to specify their expected SLOs, to define a benefit function, and to define classes of traffic; however, they are not expected to write procedural rules or detailed policies. The adaptive manager is responsible for deciding both what action to take (managing traffic or adding/removing resources) and the magnitude of that action (how much traffic to manage, how many resources to add/remove). The inclusion of a general cost efficiency metric allows the adaptive manager to make decisions that reflect business objectives, rather than going to great expense to handle large amounts of traffic.

### 3 A Layered Queuing Network for Cloud Environments

A layered queuing network model (LQN) is at the heart of our methodology. While our algorithm is general, we implement it using a particular layered queuing network (named OPERA) which we have used successfully to model transactional web applications deployed on hardware infrastructure. In the process of validating its accuracy in cloud environments, we found that over time it diverged from reality, and that for some values (such as modeled response time) it was consistently below the actual values. This section describes using a LQN to model an application on the cloud.

#### 3.1 Previous model

For a transactional web application such as those examined in this paper, the user interaction with the system is modeled using classes of services (or simply classes), a service or a group of services that have similar statistical behavior and have similar requirements. When a user begins interacting with a service, a user session is created, and persists until the user logs out or becomes inactive. We define \( N \) as the number of active users at some moment \( t \); these users can be distributed among different classes of services. For a system with \( C \) classes, we define \( N_c \) as the number of users in class \( C \), thus \( N = N_1 + N_2 + \cdots + N_C \). \( N \) is also called workload intensity or population while combinations of \( N_c \) are called workload mixes or population mixes.

Any software-hardware system can be described by two layers of queuing networks [21, 19]. The first layer models the software resource contention, and the second layer models the hardware contention. To illustrate the idea, consider a web based system with two software tiers, a web application server (WS) and database (DB) server (see Figure 1). Each server runs on dedicated hardware, which for the purpose of this illustration we will limit to CPUs only (CPU\(_1\) and CPU\(_2\) respectively). The hardware layer can be seen as a queuing network with two queues, one for each hardware resource. The software layer also has two queues, one for the WS process and another for the DB process, which queue requests waiting for an available thread (or for critical sections, semaphores, etc.). The software layer also has a Think Time centre that models the delay between requests that replicate how to model how long a user waits before sending their next request.

Each resource has a demand (or service time, i.e. the time necessary for a single user to get service from that resource) for each class. If in this example there are two classes of service, there will be four demands for the hardware layer: each class will have a demand for each CPU. The service times (demands) at the software layer are the response times of the hardware layer. In our case, for class \( C \), they are \( R_{1,c} \) and \( R_{2,c} \), and they include the demand and the waiting time at the hardware layer (we use the upper script \( s \) to denote software metrics that belong to the software layer). Ideally, hardware demand is based on measured values; however, this is impractical for CPUs because of the overhead imposed by collecting such measurements. In our approach the CPU demands are estimated using Kalman filters. Once the model is created, it is iteratively tuned, also using Kalman filters.

This model has been used to inform a variety of
Despite the proven track record of this model, when we switched from modelling a private data center to modelling the public cloud (Amazon AWS EC2), we noticed significant differences between the model’s estimates and the actual observed performance metrics.

To illustrate the issue, we deployed a sample web application (see §5) and generated an increasing workload to a single class of service, marketing scenario. Figure 2 shows the measured and modeled response time (right Y-axis) and throughput (left Y-axis) when the workload is increased. The picture shows that the model is well-synchronized with the system for throughput, but not for the response time; the measured response time is almost three times the estimated one. As the workload increases, the synchronization procedure manages to tune the model for the throughput, but does not improve the accuracy of predicted response time.

Figure 3 shows the CPU utilization for the database server and the application server, both observed and predicted. The distance between the observed and predicted values is noticeable, and diverges further as workload increases, demonstrating that this metric is also not synchronized between the model and reality.

LQN models are well-established approaches to predicting the performance of web applications; after ruling out measurement errors, we concluded our particular model is missing an unknown factor related to the known variance in EC2 [24, 27]. In order to improve the estimated metrics and reduce the modelling error overall, we added a “cloud delay centre” designed to capture all the undocumented work or delay. The cloud delay queue is shared by all classes of traffic, it has no limit, it exists at the software level, and it is the first queue encountered by incoming requests.

Following this change, we again tested synchronization and obtained substantially better results §5. The modified LQN is used throughout the remainder of this paper to make decisions about workload, to inform adaptive systems, and to implement elasticity policies; it demonstrated close alignment with measured values throughout this process. Other approaches that use LQN models to predict cloud behavior but do not validate their models against an actual cloud (e.g. [15],[1]) may wish to adopt a similar solution.

### 3.2 OPERA in the Cloud

Despite the proven track record of this model, when we switched from modelling a private data center to modelling the public cloud (Amazon AWS EC2), we noticed significant differences between the model’s estimates and the actual observed performance metrics.

To illustrate the issue, we deployed a sample web application (see §5) and generated an increasing workload to a single class of service, marketing scenario. Figure 2 shows the measured and modeled response time (right Y-axis) and throughput (left Y-axis) when the workload is increased. The picture shows that the model is well-synchronized with the system for throughput, but not for the response time; the measured response time is almost three times the estimated one. As the workload increases, the synchronization procedure manages to tune the model for the throughput, but does not improve the accuracy of predicted response time.

Figure 3 shows the CPU utilization for the database server and the application server, both observed and predicted. The distance between the observed and predicted values is noticeable, and diverges further as workload increases, demonstrating that this metric is also not synchronized between the model and reality.

LQN models are well-established approaches to predicting the performance of web applications; after ruling out measurement errors, we concluded our particular model is missing an unknown factor related to the known variance in EC2 [24, 27]. In order to improve the estimated metrics and reduce the modelling error overall, we added a “cloud delay centre” designed to capture all the undocumented work or delay. The cloud delay queue is shared by all classes of traffic, it has no limit, it exists at the software level, and it is the first queue encountered by incoming requests.

Following this change, we again tested synchronization and obtained substantially better results §5. The modified LQN is used throughout the remainder of this paper to make decisions about workload, to inform adaptive systems, and to implement elasticity policies; it demonstrated close alignment with measured values throughout this process. Other approaches that use LQN models to predict cloud behavior but do not validate their models against an actual cloud (e.g. [15],[1]) may wish to adopt a similar solution.

### 4 Implementation

We have implemented our adaptive management algorithm to manage applications deployed to the Amazon EC2 public cloud infrastructure, using a framework that can automatically deploy a topology in EC2 by launching all instances required (application servers, database, load balancer), install the required software on each machine (e.g. Tomcat and all dependencies, the web application and its libraries, etc.), and configure each application (for example, add the application servers to the load balancer). The framework provides an API that accepts requests to modify the deployed topology – for example, if the request is to horizontally scale the web tier, the framework can launch an instance for the application server, install all required software, and add the new server to the load balancer. The framework is general enough to allow us to install and configure any type of application in a linux environment, once the deployer provides installation and management scripts.

Our implementation uses Amazon CloudWatch detailed monitoring to acquire performance metrics from the deployed instances. As discussed in [27], these metrics are delayed by one minute from when they are recorded. Our implementation runs the main algorithm, and acquires Cloudwatch metrics, once per minute. The arrival rate, throughput, and response time for each class of traffic are acquired from a reverse proxy on the load balancer at the same time 1. This reverse proxy moni-
tors incoming requests and assigns them to the appropriate traffic class (based on the URL); the classification rules can be modified at runtime if necessary. The administrator of an application is responsible for defining their traffic classes based on their business logic. Measuring response time at the load balancer allows us to focus on the component of user-experienced response time that we can control. While end-to-end response time will be higher and more variable, adapting to slow user connections is outside the scope of this paper.

5 Experiments

To evaluate the contributions of this paper, we performed a set of experiments. The first examines our modified LQN to assess its ability to synchronize with the managed application so its estimates have predictive value. Experiments 2-4 examine a sample web application.

In all experiments we have used a bookstore application that we have developed using Java EE, which emulates an e-commerce web application. We defined six classes of traffic: marketing (browsing reviews and articles); product selection (searching the store catalog, product comparisons); buy (add to cart); pay (complete checkout); inventory (inventory tracking); and auto bundle (an upselling/discounting system). The workload used is generated randomly by a workload generator using an unevenly weighted mix of the 6 classes. Each class of traffic has a different performance impact on the deployed application.

Each experiment starts with a deployed topology, with a single application server in the web tier. The web tier is scaled horizontally by adding and removing resources. The traffic filtering approach described in [3] is used to refer undesirable traffic to a captcha to serve as the checkpoint.

5.1 Experiment 1: Synchronizing the model with public cloud resources

To verify the ability of our LQN to synchronize with reality in a cloud environment, we generated a constant workload and compared the estimated performance metrics to actual measurements at each sampling interval (Figure 4). We generated workload for all scenarios, though not all are shown due to space constraints. At each iteration or sampling interval, we measure the arrival rate for each scenario. We feed this workload into the model, and then solve the model to calculate the estimated metrics. If the error between measured and estimated values exceeds a specified threshold (10% in our case), we run the Kalman filters on the model in order to find more accurate values for the model parameters (this process is called tuning the model).

At $t = 0$, the estimated CPU utilization numbers (Fig. 4a) for the database server are almost double the measured values. Within 25-50 iterations, the Kalman filter settles on accurate model parameters, and the difference between measured and estimated values was around 1%. Importantly, once synchronization is achieved, it is not lost. Before we added the Cloud Delay Center, this synchronization was never achieved.

In plots 4b-4c, we show the measured response time (green line, using right Y-axis) and measured throughput (blue line, using left Y-axis) for two classes of traffic. After some initial error, the estimated values and measured values also remain within several percentage points, even through peaks and valleys.

We conclude from this data that the modified LQN has addressed the challenges of modelling a cloud environment by treating the variability of the cloud as a delay center in an LQN, and modifying the demand on that delay center using Kalman filters to account for unpredictable variability.

5.2 Experiment 2: Elasticity in the public cloud

This experiment examines the adaptive management algorithm’s ability to provide elasticity when overall traffic increases and decreases. We use a simplified cost metric to calculate the cost of our EC2 deployment, and use the volume of the pay class of traffic as our benefit function. This is roughly analogous to prioritizing checkout activity over other activities. Application-level DoS attacks are not expected to generate traffic to this traffic class, because reaching the checkout page usually requires user interaction, a valid account, and valid credit card numbers. The workload mix remained constant over the experiment, and therefore so did the cost efficiency metric.

Figure 5 shows the measurements obtained during this experiment. The workload generated for each scenario is captured (approximately) as the arrival rate (blue line in figures 5b–5g, on the left Y-axis). We started with a baseline workload; at iteration 50, we increased the workload. The adaptive manager added a new web server (purple line in figure 5a, on the right Y-axis). When the workload is increased, there is a brief spike in the CPU utilization metric for the web servers (red line in figure 5a, on the

\[t=0\] Initially, our framework used SNMP and JMX on the deployed VMs and application servers; however, these monitoring tools did not capture performance metrics for individual classes of traffic. Additionally, some values are measured incorrectly (such as CPU utilization) when running on a virtual machine in a cloud environment.

\[t=0\] Of course, our focus is the general approach and not optimal selection of the benefit function.
Figure 4: Experiment #1. Comparing estimated values to measured values for a selection of traffic classes for consistent workload.

left Y-axis), but also on the response time for each scenario (green line in figures 5b–5g, on right Y-axis). This violated the SLO, and caused the addition of a server because the cost efficiency metric remained within an acceptable range.

After workload increases at iteration 120 and again at 190, again a new server is added each time. Notice that after adding new servers, the CPU utilization for the web servers and the response time for the various classes of traffic have about the same values as before. This suggests that the number of servers added each time (estimated using the model) was appropriate to maintain SLOs.

At iteration 220, we dropped the workload sharply. The algorithm decided that two web servers could be safely removed. Again, the performance metrics remained acceptable following this removal.

The spikes in some of the measurements are largely due to delays in actuated new servers, leading to some backlog of requests and temporarily higher response times (off the graph, in some cases).

5.3 Experiment 3: Elasticity while mitigating DoS attacks

This experiment tests one of our key contributions: achieving elasticity to maintain SLOs for our desirable traffic, while detecting and redirecting undesirable traffic. To emulate a DoS attack, we dramatically increased the volume of traffic generated to one (or more) of the traffic classes. Our measurements from this experiment are shown in Figure 6.

At iteration 4, we increase the workload across all traffic classes, and a new virtual machine is added. Performance degrades across all performance metrics in all classes, including the average CPU utilization. However, the addition of the new server restores performance metrics to acceptable levels.

At iteration 15 a first attack starts on a URL in the traffic class marketing. The arrival rate abruptly jumps from around 1.5 requests per second to close to 100 requests per second. The degradation in performance is immediate. Our algorithm provides the new metrics and workload levels to the LQN. The algorithm contemplates adding additional servers, but the increased cost is not offset by an increase in benefit, as the marketing traffic class does not generate revenue directly, and does not contribute to the benefit function. It instead determines it is necessary to redirect some traffic classes to a checkpoint and, after solving the model for various possible redirection schemes, determines (correctly) that the best course of action is to filter the requests on marketing.

A few iterations later (iteration 27), we emulated a second simultaneous attack on the product selection traffic class. Using a similar process, the algorithm once again identified the scenario under attack and redirected traffic to a checkpoint.

While these two attacks continued, the workload to the other classes increased for unrelated reasons. We can see response time (particularly for inventory and pay) increase. Once an SLO is violated, the algorithm decides two servers will be necessary to handle the continuing increase in desirable traffic (see purple line in figure 6a). This decision appears to be the correct one, as all performance metrics return to satisfactory levels (without being over provisioned).

At iteration 97, the first DoS attack (on marketing) is stopped, and the algorithm stops redirecting traffic for
that class of traffic. By iteration 120, the temporary increase in desirable traffic also resides, and at iteration 130 a web server is removed leaving the web cluster with three machines. Note there is still an ongoing DoS attack, and removing resources is counter-intuitive, but again the performance metrics suggest this was the correct decision as they are maintained at acceptable levels. When the second attack finishes, and the last redirection is halted, the system performance metrics stay within the SLOs. We do see an increase in some response times and had the experiment continued we expect the algorithm may have added an additional server.

This experiment shows that our algorithm is able to assure the elasticity of the web application and make good decisions to achieve SLOs and maintain cost efficiency even while the application is under one or more attacks.

5.4 Experiment 4: A limitation of the implementation

The previous experiments demonstrated the strength of our approach and our algorithm. However, there is a limitation: the reaction time is slower than is sometimes required to respond appropriately. This problem can be addressed by adding a statistical model that responds rapidly using a heuristic (as in [3]). The measurements from this experiment are shown in Figure 7.

When the first DoS attack starts on marketing, the system identified the problem and started redirecting traffic. At iteration 67, a second attack causes a severe and rapid degradation of performance metrics across all traffic classes and servers. Due to delays between iterations, the system is unprotected and the internal queues are filled. Our algorithm analyses the data and decides that two more classes need to be protected: buy and auto

Figure 5: Experiment #2. Increasing and decreasing the workload resulted in the addition/removal of servers, while maintaining key performance metrics at acceptable levels.
The decision is correct in that it restores SLOs, but of course incorrect since no malicious traffic is targeting these classes.

When the scenario under attack is resource-intensive, it will take multiple iterations to process the backlog of DoS requests that made it through before we started directing traffic. Although traffic to inventory and pay is not redirected, there is a significant drop in the arrival rate and an increase in response time. The drop in arrival rate is normal behaviour, because normal users will not make a new request to the server until they receive the response from their previous request.

### 6 Related Work

There are many approaches in achieving elasticity. Companies such as Amazon, Azure, RightScale, and Rackspace offer pre-defined rule-based autoscalers. The application owners manually define rules (often threshold based) for triggering scaling out/in actions. Then, at runtime, the autoscalers monitor the application performance metrics and evaluate them against the rules. When a rule condition becomes true, the system executes the rule’s action such as adding or removing VM. Some researchers argue that specifying good threshold based rules is a challenging task [10, 29].

A potential weakness of pre-defined rule system is the thrashing effect when the system constantly adds or removes VM due to a fast changing workload. To address this problem, Iqbal et al. [13] combine rule-based scaling with statistical predictive models. Xiong et al. [31] demonstrated that an application analytic model could be used as an efficient method to identify the relationship between a number of required servers, workload and QoS.

Many researchers have designed and developed elastic algorithms without considering the cost factor; however, Han et al. [11] propose an elastic algorithm which considers both the cost and performance. An elastic al-
algorithm will identify the application tier to scale in order to resolve the QoS issue while keeping the overall deployment cost as low as possible. A queuing analytic performance model is utilized for identification of the inefficient application tier.

The main weakness of the above approaches is that all user requests are considered desirable to the application owner. This may not be true in actual deployment environments. Many researchers and practitioners agree that DoS attacks are one of the biggest threats in the today’s security landscape. Our novel approach distinguishes between desirable and undesirable traffic using cost efficiency metrics that consider not only the cost of the infrastructure, but also the business value of the workload.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented a model-driven adaptive management architecture and algorithm to scale a web application, mitigate a DoS attack, or both, based on an assessment of the business value of workload. The business value is measured through an efficiency metric as a ratio between the revenue and cost. The approach is enabled by a layered queuing network model previously used to model data centers but adapted for cloud. The model accurately predicts short-term cloud behavior, despite cloud variability over time. We evaluated our approach on Amazon EC2 and demonstrate the ability to horizontally scale a sample web application in response to an increase in legitimate traffic while mitigating multiple DoS attacks, achieving the established performance goal. We also showed the limitation of the approach which can be overcome through further work.
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